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DroneShield deploys counter-drone tech at a Swiss airport

Frühzeitig in Pension
gehen?
Sehen Sie's als Chance.

Josh Spires - Dec. 15th 2020 8:26 am ET  @JoshSpires_

Australian counter-drone company DroneShield has announced that it has deployed its counter-drone
DroneSentry system at the Altenrhein Airport in Switzerland. The new system will allow the airport to
detect and deal with any unauthorized drones in the area.
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The airport has gone with an array of products from DroneShield to get the best coverage. The �rst
product chosen is the RfOne, which uses RF to detect and track drones up to 8km away and locate the
pilot.

The second is the DroneOpt system, a visual system that tracks and detects drones, along with being
able to ID them and the payload being carried. It uses AI to match drones to a database of models for
accurate results.

Oleg Vornik, DroneShield’s CEO said:

“Airports have experienced a substantial degree of disruption due to UAS �ights at their
facilities. Small UAS present multiple well-documented dangers to the airliners, including
critical engine damage risk in the event the UAS and its lithium batteries, come into contact
with it, or creating windshield cracks on impact.”

The software linking all the systems together is the company’s DroneSentry-C2 system. It allows users
to interact with the relevant data easily and decide what to do next. It also shows the drones in the
area in real-time and records it all for report creation.

Timo Nielsen, the Altenrhein Airport Safety & Compliance Manager added:

“We are pleased to partner with DroneShield, as the global leader in the C-UAS space, for the
deployment at our airport, enabling us to receive actionable awareness of the UAS activity in
our air space. Importantly, as a forward-leaning airport, we welcome visits from other
airports in Europe and elsewhere globally, to contact DroneShield or us, to learn more about
the deployed system, and see it at a working airport facility.”

DroneShield

Based in Sydney, Australia, with o�ces in Virginia, Washington DC, and London, DroneShield is a drone
security company focused on creating solutions that protect people, organizations, and critical
infrastructure from rogue drones.

DroneShield produces its own line of anti-drone products, with the most notable being
the DroneGun series that “shoots” drones with an RF signal, causing them to lose connection to the
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Guides

anti-drone

DroneShield

pilot and forcing drones to land or initiate their auto return to home feature. The company is working
with governments from around the world to implement counter-drone technology in the ever-changing
environment. Some of the clients include the United States, the southeast Asian Army, and the
European Union.

DroneShield, Squarehead to offer counter-drone solutions
DroneShield wins counter-drone research contract from FVEY
DroneShield, UTS partnership better detects and tracks targets
DroneShield receives order from a Five Eyes government

Photo: DroneShield
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About the Author

Josh Spires
@JoshSpires_

Josh started in the drone community in 2012 with a drone news Twitter account. Over the
years Josh has gained mass exposure from his aerial photography work and spends his
days writing drone content for DroneDJ as well as pursuing his business.
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